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At 8:02am of April 20th 2013 in Lushan

county of Ya’an city, Sichuan province

(30.3 degrees latitude north, 103.0

degrees longitude east, as shown in
Fig.1), a magnitude 7.0 earthquake

occurred, with an epicenter depth of 13

kilometers. At the same time, all

infrasound signals generated by the

massive earthquake and aftershocks were

recorded by a digital infrasound measuring

system located in the State Key

Laboratory of Geohazard Prevention and

Geoenvironment Protection (SKLGP) in

Chengdu city. This study focuses mainly

on the characteristics of the infrasound

generated by the Lushan earthquake.

Infrasonic signals associated with the Lushan
earthquake on April 20th, 2013
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Fig.3 The functional block diagram of the
digital infrasound measuring instrument

In order to study the monitoring instrument
and technology for landslide disaster, we
developed a digital infrasound recording
instrument based on infrasound microphone
(sensor) and embedded system.
Fig.2 shows the schematics and the frequency
response performance of the infrasound
sensor InSAS2008, which is a type of
capacitive sensor developed by the Institute of
Acoustics Chinese Academy of Science. As
shown in Fig.2a, the basic principle of the
sensor is that the plate and the diaphragm
constitute a parallel plate capacitor, whose
capacity is C0. the vibration of the diaphragm
makes a capacitance change with △C under
acoustic effect. Therefore, the capacitance
change, caused by acoustic pressure
fluctuations, is modulated to voltage output
change. The frequency magnitude response of
the sensor ranges from 0.0001Hz to 100Hz.
With aim to long-term detecting the full
infrasonic waves of geo-disasters such as
landslide, debris flow and so on, we designed
and developed an advanced digital signal
recording and analyzing system independently.
As shown in Fig.3, the system mainly contains
an above mentioned sensor, a real-time signal
recording embedded system based on FPGA
and MCU, and a PC with software. The
analog signal from infrasound sensor is filtered
by a band-pass filter circuit with pass band
0.01~40Hz . And the filtered analog signal is
converted to digital signal through one chip
ADC (type: AD7606) with 16bits resolution and
100Hz sampling rate. To ensure recorded
signal waveform’s integrity, FPGA (type:
X3CS500E) is applied to logical and timing
control for ADC . MCU(type:
STM32F103RDT6) is applied to data
transmission and storage. Last but not least,
the digital signal should be processed and
analyzed through some especially methods on
the PC.

Fig.2 (a) The schematics and (b) the
frequency sensitivity of the infrasound
microphone/sensor –InSAS2008
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To study the characteristics of infrasound signals generated by geo-disasters, a good
digital signal processing and analyzing method is also very important. Since
infrasound waveform is typical non-stationary signal, Short Time Fourier
Transform(STFT), a time-frequency distribution analysis method, is used for
infrasound signal analysis in this study. The STFT analysis can simultaneously
characterize the local features of the signal both in time domain and in frequency
domain.
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More than 30 local infrasonic events
corresponding to aftershocks, whose magnitude
more than Ms 3.0 published by the China
Earthquake Administration , were recorded and
distinguished by the advanced digital equipment
mentioned above. It is anticipated that there is a
relation between normalized maximized
infrasonic amplitude in time-frequency spectra
and the seismic magnitude since magnitude is
related to ground motion strength which, in turn,
drives the infrasound generation. In Fig.7, the Ms
is plotted versus log(MA). The least squares fit to
these data is

Ms = 0.65×log(MA)+1.3
Where, MA is the maximized amplitude in time-
frequency spectra of infrasonic event. Ms is the
magnitude of quake.

Fig.7 Seismic magnitude versus log of
amplitudes of peak signal in time-
frequency spectra

The Lushan earthquake occurred on 20 April 2013 and produced infrasound signals.
The signals were recorded by an advanced infrasound measurement system developed
by the authors, and analyzed to understand the infrasonic signals caused by the quake.
The infrasonic events corresponding to massive quake and aftershocks were
distinguished one by one. The time-frequency spectra obtained by the Short Time
Fourier Transform(STFT) clearly showed quake events and frequency distribution of
the signals. The ~3 to 4Hz frequency range was identified from time-frequency spectra
of the earthquake and aftershocks infrasound events. The Amplitude- magnitude
relation also was found and suggested that the infrasound waves were produced by
ground motion coupled with the air. Analyzing and understanding the infrasound
signatures of the Lushan earthquake should provide a great opportunity for further
earthquake research.

Lushan earthquake occurred at 08:02:46 am of
20 April. Fig.4 shows the infrasound waveform
during this time. It is worth to note that the arrive
time of event ① is 08:02:52. The distance
between sensor location and epicenter is about
122 km. Considering the velocity of this signal is
about 340m/s, the travel time of infrasound signal
should be about 358 seconds other than 6 s.
Therefore, the infrasonic event ① should be
produced by coupling of ground motion (seismic
wave) with the air at the location of sensor and is
called local massive infrasound event. Comparing
arrive time of infrasonic events with published
time by the China Earthquake Administration,
most of aftershocks infrasonic events were
distinguished, infrasonic event ② is
corresponding to the first aftershock with Ms=4.8
and event ③ to the second aftershock with
Ms=5.1. However, event ④ is not the local event
but epicenter infrasound spread via the air
because no aftershock occurred at this time and
the time duration is about 370s between arrive
time of event ① and event ④.
Fig.5 shows the analysis results of infrasonic
events generated by massive quake and two
aftershocks. It suggests that the frequency
content of local infrasound mainly distributes from
~3 to 4Hz, but the frequency of epicenter
infrasound is less than 1Hz as shown in Fig.5.
Fig.6 shows the analysis results of infrasound
waveform recorded during 08:20am~08:40am of
April 20th , 2013. From the results, it is found that
the frequency content is different other disturbed
signal for example produced by door closing, and
can be identified clearly. Many other infrasound
events generated by aftershocks are also labeled
and analyzed based on the same method.

Fig.1 Epicenter of the Lushan earthquake

Fig.4 Infrasound events during massive
quake. ① local massive infrasound
event, ② local infrasonic event from 1th
aftershock, ③ local infrasonic event
from 2th aftershock, ④ epicenter
infrasonic event from epicenter massive
quake.

Fig.5 Analysis results of infrasound
events. (a) amplitude-frequency spectra,
(b) time-frequency spectra, (c) original
infrasound waveform .

Fig.6 Analysis results of some
aftershock infrasound events on 20 April.
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